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Abstract

According to its characteristics, venture capital can be described as a typical heterogeneous
information network, which includes multiple kinds of nodes and various relations. Getting hints
from PathRank algorithm, this paper proposes VC-Recom, a recommendation algorithm based
on heterogeneous information network, which helps investment companies find suitable startup
projects. Besides, the experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can produce more
effective recommendation results for investment firms compared with other methods.

Keywords: PathRank, venture capital recommendation, heterogeneous information network,
meta path.

1 Introduction
Recently, the prosperity of venture capital industry has caught a lot of attention. Venture cap-

ital (VC) is a form of private equity, a medium to long-term form of finance provided in return for
an equity stake in potentially high growth companies [13]. It can bring high returns to investment
companies when they get a promising startup. But it is hard for investment trusts to find suitable
startups. While, the recommendation algorithm can recommend suitable items to users based on their
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preferences. We try to apply recommendation algorithms to venture capital to help investment com-
panies find the right startups. Currently, there are some commonly used recommendation algorithms,
such as the recommendation based on collaborative filtering, content-based recommendation algo-
rithm, model-based recommendation algorithm and hybrid recommendation [3] [17]. However, these
recommendation algorithms are based on the traditional homogeneous information network, while
venture capital network is a typical heterogeneous information network. A heterogeneous information
network is a special type of information network with the underneath data structure as a directed
graph [12], which either contains multiple types of objects or multiple types of links [15].When we use
the homogeneous information network to analyze the realistic venture capital behavior, it can only
describe the relationship between the same type of objects. And it ignores the attribute information
of investment companies and startup projects, such as the location of the venture project, the field
and so on, which are included in the heterogeneous information network. Therefore, this paper tries
to establish a heterogeneous information network model for venture capital recommendation to get
a more accurate result. At present, there are several classic heterogeneous information network rec-
ommendation algorithms, such as HeteRecom [11], PathRank [8] and so on. Based on the thought of
PathRank algorithm, this paper puts forward a venture capital recommendation algorithm to solve
the problem of venture capital recommendation.

2 Related work
Venture capital plays an irreplaceable role in the transformation of science and technology into

actual productive forces [14] [18]. At present, how to choose a startup for an investment company is
still a key issue for venture capital research. Jiang L discussed how to make investment decisions based
on the point of view of VPN rules [5]. Dicks D L et al. explained the impact of disgust on investment
in innovative projects from the perspective of investor distaste for Knighttian’s uncertainty [2]. Li
M et al. solved the investment decision-making problem by constructing a mathematic optimization
model of the integrated gray correlation coefficient that maximizes the decision value, and applied it to
choose the startup project for investment companies [9]. Xu et al. adopted the design science approach
and developed a prediction model to support corporate venture capital(CVC) investment decisions by
identifying a list of potential investees from a large pool of portfolio companies for a CVC investor
[16]. Justin Chircop et al. studied whether religiosity influences VC investment decisions. And the
result shows that VC located in more religious countries are more risk averse and their investments
are of better quality [1]. However, there are few researches on solving the choice of venture project
from the perspective of venture capital recommendation. This paper applies the recommendation
algorithm to venture capital and helps investors choose the right investment projects. At present,
some recommendation algorithms are based on homogeneous information networks. When venture
capital behavior is abstracted as homogeneous information networks, some attribute information and
relationships between different objects are discarded. In order to express venture capital behavior
more completely, this paper sets up a heterogeneous information network model for venture capital,
which is the foundation of heterogeneous information network recommendation algorithms.

Current heterogeneous information network recommendation algorithms often ignore the struc-
tural information of heterogeneous information networks. In order to solve the problem that heteroge-
neous networks neglect the structure information of network, many scholars seek help from PageRank
algorithm [10], integrating PageRank algorithm and heterogeneous information networks to the rec-
ommendation system to achieve the node ranking in the network and improve the effectiveness of the
recommendation system. Both Jeh et al. and Kleinberg have made great strides in node ranking
algorithm based on random walk [4] [7], but Sangkeun Lee et al. realized that it was difficult to make
a breakthrough in the results if only the structural information of heterogeneous information networks
was used to rank the nodes. So they tried to construct a heterogeneous information network model
that contained both structural information and attribute information and proposed the PathRank
algorithm [6] [8]. The algorithm is a flexible recommendation system that simulates recommendation
based on collaborative filtering, content-based recommendation and context-based recommendation.

Based on the PathRank algorithm, this paper proposes the venture capital recommendation al-
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gorithm of heterogeneous information networks. This algorithm aims at ranking the startups and
recommending startups to investment companies.

3 The model of venture capital recommendation algorithm

3.1 Venture capital network

Definition 1 (Heterogeneous venture capital network): Venture capital network is a typical het-
erogeneous information network G = (V, E),where V is a finite set of venture capital nodes, E ⊆ V ×V
is a finite multi-set of venture capital edges. Venture capital nodes are VC firms, startups and the
attributes of startups in heterogeneous venture capital network. Every venture capital edge links two
venture capital nodes that belong to different venture capital node types.

Figure 1: An example of heterogeneous venture capital network

Fig.1 is an example of heterogeneous venture capital network. Investment firm1, investment firm2,
startup1, startup2, field1, field2, field3, round1, round2 and round3 are all venture capital nodes.
Investment F irm1 investing→ startup1, startup1 invested by→ Investment F irm1, startup1 → field1,
startup1→ round1, field1→ startup1, round1→ startup1 and so on are venture capital edges.

Definition 2 (Venture capital network schema): Venture capital network schema, denoted as
TG = (A, R), is a meta template for heterogeneous venture capital network G = (V, E) with the
object type mapping ΦV = V → A and the link type mapping ΦE = E → R, which is a directed
graph defined over object types A, with edge types as relations from R. where A is a finite set of
venture capital node types, and R is a finite set of venture capital edge types. Venture capital node
type is abstracted from venture capital nodes and venture capital edge type is abstracted from venture
capital edges.

Fig.2 is a venture capital network schema. It is abstracted from Fig.1. For example, invest-
ment firm1 and investment firm2 are abstracted as the venture capital node type of investment firms,
startup1and startup2 are abstracted as the venture capital node type of startups, field1, field2 and
field3 are abstracted as the venture capital node type of fields, round1, round2 and round3 are ab-
stracted as the venture capital node type of rounds. Investment F irm1 investing→ startup1 is abstracted
as the venture capital edge type of Investment F irm

investing→ startup.
Different attributes of startup projects contribute to different venture capital network schemas. For

example, if the attribute node type of a startup project’s network model contains the entrepreneurial
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Figure 2: An example of venture capital network schema

location, another network model does not include the entrepreneurial location, the two network models
are different network models.

Definition 3 (Venture capital meta path): A venture capital meta path on the venture capital net-
work schema TG = (A, R), is defined as A1

R1→ A2
R2→ · · ·An

Rn→ · · · Rl→ Al+1, representing the flexible re-
lationships from A1 to Al+1, where A = {A1, A2, · · · , An, · · · , Al, A1+1}, R = {R1, R2, · · · , Rn, · · · , Rl},
A1 is a VC firm, A2 and Al+1 are startups, A3, · · · , Al are not limited to startups or VC firms.

Because our work is to recommend startups to VC firms, the first node of the venture capital meta
path must be a VC firm, the second and the last one must be startups.

Definition 4 (Adjacency matrix): In heterogeneous venture capital network G = (V, E), R is the
set of all venture capital edge types, adjacency matrix PA is a |V | × |V | matrix, where

PA (i, j) =
{

1 if nodei → nodej can be abstracted as an edge type belonging to R

0 otherwise
. (1)

Definition 5 (Transition matrix): Transition matrix PR is a |V | × |V | matrix, where

PR (i, j) =


1∑

j
PA(i,j) if nodei → nodej can be abstracted as an edge type belonging to R

0 otherwise
. (2)

Definition 6 (Edge adjacency matrix): In heterogeneous venture capital network G = (V, E),
edge adjacency matrix ERn is a |V | × |V | matrix under the venture capital edge type Rn, where

ERn (i, j) =
{

1 if nodei → nodej can be abstracted as Rn

0 otherwise
. (3)

Definition 7 (Edge transition matrix): Edge transition matrix PRn is a |V | × |V | matrix under
the venture capital edge type Rn, where

PRn (i, j) =


1∑

j
ERn (i,j) if nodei → nodej can be abstracted as Rn

0 otherwise
. (4)

Definition 8 (Path transition matrix): In heterogeneous venture capital network G = (V, E),
path transition matrix Pmp under meta path A1

R1→ A2
R2→ · · ·An

Rn→ · · · Rl→ Al+1 is a |V | × |V | matrix,
where Pmp = PR1 × PR2 × · · · × PRn × · · · × PRl

.
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3.2 The specific introduction of VC-Recom

In this section, we explain how to compute the scores of startups for every VC firm under meta-
paths.

Like PathRank, VC-Recom is the stationary probability of random walker’s being at each node
after enough number of random walk iterations. But the PathRank ranks all the nodes of all node
types, VC-Recom recommends the startups to VC firms. So we need to rank all the nodes of startups.

In each iteration of VC-Recom, the random walker has three options:
Transition: With probability wtrans, move to one of the adjacent nodes.
Restart: With probability wre, restart the random walk from the VC firms that we are going to

recommend to.
Path Following: With probability wpath, follow one of venture capital meta paths.
Transition and Restart are inherited from Personalized Page-Rank, and they fulfill the roles to

reflect global authorities of the invested startups and relevance to other startups. Path Following
is to reflect the semantics of the given venture capital meta paths in the ranking score. Formally,
VC-Recom vector is defined as follows under venture capital meta paths of mp1, · · · , mpc.

~r = wtrans × PR × ~r + wpath ×
(
w1P mp1

T + · · ·+ wcP mpc
T
)
× ~r + wre × ~t. (5)

Let V be the set of all the venture capital nodes in heterogeneous venture capital network, ~r is a
|V | × 1 vector,PR is a |V | × |V | transition matrix describing the relationship among all the venture
capital nodes and Pmp1 , · · · , Pmpc are |V | × |V |path transition matrices describing the relationship
between nodes under venture capital meta path mp1, · · · , mpc.

~t is a |V | × 1 restart vector, where

ti =
{

1 if the nodei is a V C firm that we will recomment to

0 otherwise
. (6)

Besides, w1 + w2 + · · ·+ wc = 1.
For example, if we want to recommend startups to investment firm2 in Fig.1 under the ven-

ture capital meta path ’investment firm
investing→ startup project

has the attriute→ round
the attribute of→

startup project’, denoted as mp1, we need to calculate transition matrix PR, path transition matrix
Pmp1 and ~t.

Let R1,R2,R3 represent ’investment firm
investing→ startup project’, ’startup project

has the attriute→
round’, ’round

the attribute of→ startup project’. PR is described in Tab.1, Pmp1 is equal to PR1 ×
PR2 ×PR3 , where PR1 is the edge transition matrix of venture capital edge ’investment firm

investing→
startup project’, PR2 is the edge transition matrix of venture capital edge ’startup project

has the attriute→
round’, PR3 is the edge transition matrix of the venture capital edge ’round

the attribute of→ startup project’,
PR1 , PR2 , PR3 are described in Tab.2, Tab.3, Tab.4. ~t = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). I1, I2, S1, S2, R1, R2,
R3, F1, F2 and F3 represent investment firm1, investment firm2, startup1, Startup2, round1, round2,
round3, field1,field2 and field3.

The specific steps of VC-Recom:
Input: wtrans, wre, wpath, ~t, w1, · · ·, wc transition matrix Pmp1 , · · ·, Pmpc and PR,the number of

recommended startups k
Initialize ~r = ones (|V | , 1) /|V |, ~r1 = ~0;
While |~r − ~r1| > 0.0001 do
~r1 = ~r, ~r = wtrans × PR × ~r + wpath ×

(
w1Pmp1

T + · · ·+ wcPmpc
T
)
× ~r + wre × ~t

End while
Return topk startup projects;
Output: topk startup projects.
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Table 1: The description of PR

I1 I2 S1 S2 R1 R2 R3 F1 F2 F3
I1 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
I2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
S1 1/5 0 0 0 1/5 0 1/5 1/5 1/5 0
S2 1/6 1/6 0 0 0 1/6 1/6 1/6 0 1/6
R1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
R3 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
F1 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
F2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 2: The description of PR1

I1 I2 S1 S2 R1 R2 R3 F1 F2 F3
I1 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
I2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
S1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3: The description of PR2

I1 I2 S1 S2 R1 R2 R3 F1 F2 F3
I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S1 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 1/2 0 0 0
S2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0
R1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 Experiment
This section describes the experimental results on the evaluation of VC-Recom. With the devel-

opment of recommendation systems, how to evaluate the advantages of a recommendation system
has gradually become an important issue, which has become an independent research subject. At
present, the commonly used evaluation indicators are: accuracy and recall. This paper mainly uses
both accuracy and recall to evaluate the VC-Recom.

4.1 Experimental setup

We conducted several experiments to validate the proposed VC-Recom method using the dataset
in Tab.5. According to the dataset, we built the heterogeneous venture capital network schema (Fig.2).
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Table 4: The description of PR3

I1 I2 S1 S2 R1 R2 R3 F1 F2 F3
I1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
R3 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
F1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 5: Data description of venture capital
Data Field Data Description
Investment firm Total 1119 investment companies
Startup project Total 8739 startup projects
Investment event Total 17985 investment events
Field Total 31 kinds of fields
Round Total 18 financing rounds

In the experiments, we wanted to recommend the startups to the VC firms, so we exploited
several different venture capital meta paths in Tab.6. We use the capital of the first letter of each
node type name as its abbreviation. Like PathRank, not only can VC-Recom exploit the semantics
behind the different types of nodes and edges in a heterogeneous graph, but also it can emulate
various recommendation semantics such as collaborative filtering, content based filtering, and their
combinations. For example, ISXS is a mixed meta path of ISRS and ISFS. ISXS in this paper is equal
to 0.5ISFS+0.5ISRS.

Table 6: Meta paths and semantic analysis
Meta
Path

Semantic Analysis Same method

ISIS Recommends startup projects with the same investment
firms as the projects that the investment firm has invested
in

User-based collabo-
rative filtering

ISFS Recommends startup projects that are similar to the field of
the projects that the investment firm has invested in

Content(field)-based
filtering

ISRS Recommends startup projects with the same investment
rounds as the project that the investment firm has invested
in

Content(round)-
based filtering

ISXS Recommends startup projects that are similar to startup
projects that the investment firm has invested in based on
fields and rounds

Mixed recommenda-
tion

4.2 Experimental results

For studying the recommendation performance of the VC-Recom algorithm, we need to choose
some venture capital meta paths first, and then study the influence of the number of recommended
startups k to accuracy and recall of the recommendation under the guide of venture capital meta
paths. Furthermore, we compare the result of VC-Recom to the user-based collaborative filtering
algorithm and HeteRecom.
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Each experimental result is the average of 5 runs with the dataset divided into two parts, training
set (80% of the dataset) and test set (20% of the dataset). And we set wtrans = 0.35, wre = 0.05,
wpath = 0.6 to conduct experiments to get the best result after optimizing the parameters wtrans, wre

and wpath.

4.2.1 The effect of recommendation number k

Fig.3 and Fig.4 study the effect of recommendation number k on the accuracy and the recall rate
of each path.

Figure 3: The influence on the accuracy of each path when k changes

From Fig.3, we can see that as the value of k increases continuously in the venture capital algo-
rithm based on heterogeneous information networks, the recommendation accuracy under each path
gradually decreases. Among all the meta-paths ISFS, ISRS and ISIS, the accuracy result of ISRS is
best, showing that the venture capital node type round reflects the investment companies’ preference
mostly. ISFS has the lowest recommendation accuracy rate, indicating the venture capital node type
field reflects the investment companies’ preference less than other node types. The ISXS integrates
the information of ISRS and ISFS, and has a high recommendation accuracy rate.

Figure 4: The influence on the recall of each path when k changes

As we can see from Fig.4, with the increase of k, the recall rate under each path gradually increases.
The recommendation recall rate of meta path ISRS and ISXS is generally higher than that of other
paths because of the larger association between the node type round and the investment companies in
meta path ISRS. However, ISIS and ISFS have lower recall rates, but ISIS has a higher recall rate than
ISFS because of the venture capital node type field having less association with investment companies.

4.2.2 Comparison of VC-Recomand other algorithms

This part mainly compares VC-Recom with user-based collaborative filtering algorithm and Het-
eRecom algorithm under the meta path. Because the venture capital meta path ISIS has the same
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semantic to user-based collaborative filtering algorithm (UserCF), we choose the venture capital meta
path ISIS to make comparisons.

(1) Comparison of recommended results

Figure 5: A heterogeneous venture capital network

Fig.5 is a heterogeneous venture capital network. Now we want to recommend a startup to in-
vestment firm2 by using VC-Recom, HeteRecom and UserCF according to Fig.5. And the result is in
Tab.7.

Table 7: Recommendation result analysis
VC-Recom HeteRecom UserCF
Startup3 Startup1 Startup1

From Tab.7, we can see that if we use HeteRecom and UserCF algorithms, the recommended
startup is startup1, but VC-Recom is startup3. What makes the difference is that HeteRecom and
UserCF algorithms only consider the relationship between startups and investment firms, while the VC-
Recom algorithm can use the information of any nodes in the heterogeneous information network by
random walking. Startup3 has the same attributes with startup2, which are much closer to investment
firm2’s preferences. So, recommending startup3 to investment firm2 is more reasonable than startup1.
That is to say, VC-Recom can recommend startups that are much more accordant with investment
firms’ preferences.

(2) Comparison in accuracy and recall

Figure 6: Comparison of the accuracy of the three algorithms

Fig.6 studies the difference of the accuracy among VC-Recom, HeteRecom and user-based col-
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laborative filtering algorithm. It can be seen that the recommendation accuracy of VC-Recom and
HeteRecomare decreasing as the recommendation number k increases. And their accuracy rates are
higher than UserCF. The accuracy rate of the VC-Recom algorithm is higher than that of HeteRecom.
That is to say, VC-Recom is more effective to recommend startups preferred by investment companies.

Figure 7: Comparison of the recall of the three algorithms

Fig.7 studies the difference of the recall rate among VC-Recom and the other two algorithms.
It can be seen that the recall rate is increasing with the increase of the recommendation number k.
VC-Recom’s recall rate is higher than those of HeteRecom and UserCF. UserCF has the lowest recall
rate.

5 Conclusions
This paper establishes a heterogeneous venture capital network model, applying the recommenda-

tion algorithm to the field of venture capital analysis, in which the venture capital entities and their
attributes are transferred into network nodes and incorporated into the heterogeneous information
network model. Then it proposes the venture capital recommendation algorithm VC-Recom based on
the established heterogeneous information network model, and compares the proposed algorithm with
user-based collaborative filtering algorithm and HeteRecom algorithm. The experiment results show
that VC-Recom is more effective to recommend startups preferred by investment companies.
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